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CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine)

Infor CloudSuite Industrial are built with extensibility 
from the ground up. The Infor Mongoose Framework 
gives you the ability to adapt the system to your business, 
rather than requiring you to force your business to fit the 
software. The Infor Mongoose Framework model makes it 
possible to adapt the application to new business require-
ments without incurring the high cost and delays involved 
in modifying or writing new code. This, in turn, makes 
it feasible to rapidly adapt the system to your business, 
while continuing to receive new features and fixes.  

In most competitor ERP applications, adaptability is 
provided as a separate layer over the base application, so 
your ability to extend and build new functionality is limit-
ed. The changes you need to make will inevitably involve 
modifying the base application logic and which means 
modifying code. But the Infor Mongoose base application 
is built with the same metadata-driven approach provid-
ed to customers, so your capabilities to extend and adapt 
the application are virtually unlimited.  

To meet these objectives, the Infor Mongoose Frame-
work uses a model defined by metadata (data defining 
the application behavior, stored in rows and columns in 
databases); for the user-interface (forms), the business 
objects (IDOs, or Intelligent Data Objects); and business 
processes (Application Event System). In the metadata 
approach, changes can be kept separate from the base 
application and your changes automatically upgrade. 

The Infor Mongoose Framework makes it possible to per-
form the following changes without programming

• Extend any portion of any screen: By using the same 
tools as those used to build the base application, you 
can extend any portion of any screen, including new 
tabs, new fields, validation logic, and enabling logic. 
You can even embed controls you write in technolo-
gies like Silverlight in any CloudSuite Industrial form.

• Extend any business process: Using the Application 
Event System (AES), you can define rules that execute 
whenever an insert or update occurs to any business 
object (order, item, etc.) in the application or when 
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trigger conditions you define become true. These 
event actions include updating any data in the appli-
cation, automating any process provided by the appli-
cation, prompting a user or group of users to approve 
the change, integrating to an external application, or 
simply notifying users of the change. Defining these 
types of actions is all done without writing code.

• Extend any business object: You can extend any of the 
Intelligent Data Objects (IDOs) to create new relation-
ships to other IDOs in the base application, add new 
calculated fields, add new tables, and publish their 
properties on the IDO. You also can create your own 
IDOs over your tables. All of these are done without 
writing code, although if you want you can write your 
own .Net classes and have that logic incorporated in 
the IDO processing as well.

• Add completely new functionality: You can build new 
functionality, such as new tables, IDOs, and forms as 
required by processes unique to your business. These 
are automatically deployed with the base application 
and automatically take advantage of other framework 
functions, such as translations, Web Service access, 
and the Application Event System.

• Build forms for use as standalone web pages, like 
your own vendor portal, which can also adapt to 
alternative layouts for various devices like smart 
phones.

• Introduce workflow, automation, or other business 
process-level changes using the Application Event 
System, without writing code. With drag-and-drop 
editing, you can construct rules that can, for exam-
ple, query, update and execute functions on any IDO, 
notify or prompt users, or invoke web services from 
external applications. You can have your rules exe-
cuted on a wide variety of events, including trigger 
rules you specify (e.g. item quantity on hand is below 
safety stock), or whenever data on an IDO is updated 
in various ways.

This ability to extend and tailor the application helps you 
to lower the cost of your IT ownership and increase pro-
ductivity for your business.
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Add new tables and IDOs through a simple 
interface.



Multi-Company/Multi-Site Operations

Infor CloudSuite Industrial are inherently multi-compa-
ny, multi-site, multi-lingual and multi-currency solutions. 
CloudSuite Industrial allows your companies to work to-
gether or separately based on your requirements. A “site” 
or organization/company represents any place where 
work is done. As such, a “site” may correspond to compa-
ny headquarters, a manufacturing plant, or a distribution 
center. 

Sites and Entities: Sites have relationships with each other. 
They combine to form financial entities, supply each other 
parts, Ship-to common customers, and share administra-
tive functions.  

Sites may report to financial reporting units called “enti-
ties.” An “entity” has a specific currency, a chart of ac-
counts, and the ability to produce financial statements. 
The entity is the highest-level organizational component. 
For financial reporting purposes, you can group sites un-
der a particular entity. However, sites can belong only to 
one entity. 

Sites can be set up in multiple databases, or you can 
define multiple sites within a single CloudSuite Industrial 
database. You can also utilize a combination of both – a 
hybrid model. 

• Inter-Site/Warehouse Transfers—CloudSuite Indus-
trial provides functionality for any one site to enter a 
Multi-Site Quantity Move or Transfer Order for items 
to be RECEIVED at that site from an additional ship-
ping site. CloudSuite Industrial also provides function-
ality for any one site to enter a Multi-Site Quantity 
Move or Transfer Order for items to be SHIPPED to an 
additional receiving site.

• Centralized and Decentralized Order Entry— Any site 
can originate a multi-site order, and line items can be 
shipped from any site. Credit checking and inventory 

visibility are provided from site to site. In Multi-Site 
order entry, you can enter an order that spans across 
sites. In decentralized environments, you can enter an 
order at any site.

• Centralized Purchasing — Any site can set up a PO that 
encompasses purchase orders to be created remotely 
at multiple target sites. A multi-site purchase order 
can take advantage of quantity breaks from the vendor 
for items that are required at multiple sites. Items be-
ing purchased may be subject to a Master Buy Agree-
ment. This option accumulates quantities of like items 
from one vendor, to determine the best quantity break 
available. You can create printed documentation that 
groups purchase order information from various sites. 
Cross site vendor maintenance can also be done.

• Multi-Site Linked MRP and APS — CloudSuite Industri-
al supports site-based, linked MRP and APS. When you 
run the Planning activity in Global mode, the activity 
regenerates the plan at each site in order of site pri-
ority (defined on the Planning Parameters form). The 
activity generates planned transfer orders for Transfer 
items across sites.

• Multi-Site Transfer Accounting — Multi-Site Transfer 
accounting automates inter-company financial trans-
actions and inter-company financial consolidation. 
CloudSuite Industrial provide parameter set-up for 
profit/cost eliminations, and offers separate account 
tracking for inter-company profit, cost, Accounts Re-
ceivable, Accounts Payable, sales, and cost of sales.

• Manual Voucher Builder — The Manual Voucher 
Builder allows you to quickly create a voucher in one 
or more sites for a single vendor’s invoice. On any 
site, you can specify the portion of the vendor invoice 
amounts to allocate. You can enter all or some subset 
of the vendor invoice amounts and use the originating 
site as the To Site.

• Multi-Site Journal Processing — The Multi-Site Journal 
Processing activity allows for the creation of a single 
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journal processing form that will distribute trans-
actional information into each site’s respective MS 
Journal.

• Multi-Site Items, Customers, and Vendors — Allows 
you to set up Items, Customers, and Vendors at a mas-
ter site and copy these records to other sites.

• Multi-Site copy of Bills of Materials — Allows you to 
copy Bills of Materials from one site to other sites.

• Multi-Site Vouchering — Multi-Site Vouchering func-
tions enable a single user to create a cross site vouch-
er based on PO generated receipts.



CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine)

You manage and administer Infor CloudSuite Industrial 
using various end-user tools built into the product. Some 
of the management tools available within both applica-
tions include

• CloudSuite Industrial Configuration Wizard — Allows 
administrators to create and configure new environ-
ments.

• User Maintenance Screens — Set up new users and 
administer security settings and user privileges in 
compliance with US government FedRAMP security 
requirements.

• License Management Screens —Manage licensed 
modules and administer user/module privileges.

• Session Management – Monitor and manage user 
sessions.

• Background Task Administration —Create, monitor 
and manage background system tasks.

• User Audit Tracking — Monitor user activity with user 
audit trails which can be set to field level capturing 
time stamped previous and new values.
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System Manager

• User Extended Tables Administration —Change the 
schema of the database to add fields that may be 
required to provide specific user functionality secure-
ly and safely.

• Electronic Signature Administration —Assign users 
electronic signature authorization and determine 
which tasks require electronic signatures.

SQL tools are designed to aid administrators with the 
common tasks involved with managing SQL databases. 

• Enterprise Manager—Provides centralized view of 
SQL databases with access to all common administra-
tion tasks.

• Query Analyzer—Create, parse, and execute T-SQL 
queries with ease.

• SQL backup and restore—Create automated online 
backup routines and maintenance plans to automati-
cally protect your data.

• Query Optimizer built-in tool to analyze and maximize 
the performance of T-SQL queries.

Set up new users and administer user 
settings through the User Maintenance 
Screen. 
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The Infor CloudSuite Industrial Application Event System 
is a key element in providing an organization with the 
means for automation of business processes. 

Event-driven functionality is rapidly becoming a funda-
mental core desktop technology, as important and omni-
present as eMail, spreadsheets, databases, intranets and 
the internet.  

The Application Event System enables the right people to 
make the right decisions at the right time. The software’s 
eMail and internet-enabled environment provides Infor-
mation access, delivery and work support across organi-
zational dimensions. 

The Application Event System streams the flow of work 
throughout your enterprise, providing complete visibility 
and routing of all vital documents, notes and data re-
quired for each person in the supply chain.  This workflow 
extends from the executive suite to the factory floor and 

Application Event System

including suppliers and customers for quick reaction and 
execution of tasks necessary for adapting to change rapid-
ly and competing more effectively.  

You can export and deliver business information to and 
from CloudSuite Industrial. Triggered by events in both 
environments, the Application Event System activates 
tasks and eMails details for subsequent execution by the 
user. Information is automatically passed to the appropri-
ate participant at the appropriate time according to a set 
of intelligent business rules. 

Open business issues, such as customer credit issues, 
proposal sign-off, or purchase order approvals are auto-
matically routed to the designated recipient(s) for action. 
Once a decision has been made or a task completed, the 
Application Event System processes the new information 
into moves the process along until the entire process has 
been completed. 

Easy access for user control of all 
your business processes. 
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Microsoft Outlook Integration

For many people, especially those in sales and marketing 
positions, Microsoft® Outlook® is an essential tool for 
communication and organization. You use Outlook tools to 
manage your eMail, your calendar, your task list, and your 
contacts. 

Infor CloudSuite Industrial include a user calendar, task 
lists, and sales contacts that can be tightly integrated 
with their Outlook counterparts, so you can work with 
the same information seamlessly in both environments. 
With the click of a button, you can selectively duplicate 
contacts, appointments, and tasks from either Outlook or 
CloudSuite Industrial into the other application. 

When you view eMails in Outlook to or from certain cus-
tomers, the CloudSuite Industrial details for orders made 
by that customer display along with the eMail.  This co-
ordination of information makes for easy reference when 
you reply to or call that customer. The details of Cloud-
Suite Industrial customer interactions are also available 
with the Outlook eMail, so you can see all interactions 
with that customer and refer to ongoing discussions. 

You can also add selected incoming or outgoing Outlook 
eMails to the CloudSuite Industrial Customer Interactions 
form by clicking a single button in Outlook. 

CloudSuite Industrial Application Search (SAS) can also be 
used to search and access CloudSuite Industrial directly 
from Outlook. By defining search terms in both environ-
ments, then the Office application’s research pane dis-

plays the result of the search in the CloudSuite Industrial 
database. For example, if a user right-clicks on an item, 
the results could display the item description plus a link.  
to drill down to the related CloudSuite Industrial form, 
filtered for that item.  

By enabling SmartLink in Microsoft Outlook, when a user 
opens some eMails in Outlook, text in the eMail that 
matches a search item displays as a link. The user can click 
the link to open a CloudSuite Industrial form that displays 
more information about that text. 

The CloudSuite Industrial Explorer module in the Microsoft 
Outlook navigation pane displays folders, subfolders, and 
link items letting you access CloudSuite Industrial forms (in 
the web client) directly from Outlook.

• Outlook Add-In
• eMails added to Customer, Vendor, Prospect, and 

Sales Contact Interaction Logs with Attachments
• eMails added to CloudSuite Industrial CRM
• Task List associated with Calendar Events
• Sync Contacts and Tasks
• Sync Calendars
• Application Search
• SmartLink
• View the CloudSuite Industrial Explorer
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With the click of a button, you can selectively duplicate contacts, appointments, 
and tasks from either Outlook or CloudSuite Industrial into the other application. 
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Infor CloudSuite Industrial interface with Microsoft 
Project®. The interface includes an add-in that adds a 
CloudSuite Industrial toolbar and menu option to Micro-
soft Project, similar to the ones in Outlook and Excel. This 
add-in allows you to pull in data from CloudSuite Industri-
al into MS Project as well as send data from MS Project to 
CloudSuite Industrial.

The MS Project add-in is very easy to install and    config-
ure. Once the add-in is installed, you can create a Cloud-
Suite Industrial project from within MS Project task data 
to and from Microsoft Project. If you have MS Project 
installed on the local machine, import and export buttons 
appear on the Project Tasks form.
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Microsoft Projects Integration

• Sync In, Sync Out, and Enable Auto Sync Out—Sync 
In and Sync Out synchronize changes on the project 
between CloudSuite Industrial and the MS Project 
client. 

• Create the following in CloudSuite Industrial using 
Microsoft Project

• New projects 
• New estimate projects
• New project tasks
• New material resources
• New work resource (employee, user, etc.) 

• Assign existing work resources to different tasks using 
Microsoft Project
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Personalization

Infor CloudSuite Industrial provides customers with the 
ability to change the look and behavior of forms without 
impacting source code. 

This provides you the ability to adapt CloudSuite Industrial 
where required to provide not only a functional fit but 
more importantly to achieve a business process fit. 

CloudSuite Industrial customers are able to take an ‘as 
shipped’ form and change its look and behavior to best 
suit the requirements. These changes are migrated for-
ward in conjunction with patches and upgrades to the 
base product.  

Changes to forms can be made for use by an entire site, a 
group of users, and individual user level. 

Changing forms is a secure activity and the level of person-
alization that is allowed to a user can be set from ‘none’ to 
full control. Customers are able to add and change the po-
sition of fields, buttons and labels on a form as required. 
The default size and shape of a form can also be changed. 

Such personalizations are made through the user interface 
and include copies of forms and form objects, new forms 
and form objects, and changes to forms and form objects. 
These changes can automatically be migrated forward in 
conjunction with patches and upgrades to the base prod-
uct.

Personalizations can be made to
• Forms
• Variables
• Menus
• Strings
• Validators
• Scripts
• Event handlers
• Property Class Extensions
• Component Classes
• UETs (User Extended Tables, 8000 bytes per table)
• UDFs (User-Defined Fields, 44 predefined per table)
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